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ELEMENTARY PROOFS  OF TWO  THEOREMS
ON  THE DISTRIBUTION  OF NUMBERS «0  (mod 1)

ADOLF MIKLAVC

Abstract. Simple and elementary proofs of denseness and

uniform distribution of the numbers {n8}, 0 irrational, on the unit

interval.

1. Introduction. In this note we first show that any subinterval of the

interval (0, 1) can be covered by a chain of equally separated points which

belong to the set S={Pn = {n6}}—6 being an irrational number (O<0<1).

The separation s between the points can be arbitrarily small. Using this

property we can show in a simple way that the points {nd} are uniformly

distributed on the interval [0, 1] when n—»-co.

2. Proof. Since no two points Pn coincide the sets must have at least

one limit point in [0, 1]. For any arbitrarily small £>0 we can therefore

find two points Pn. and Pn>+T with r>0 which are separated from each

other by less than e. Let Pn be an arbitrary point in S. Then the points:

Pn,Pn+r>Pn+zr' ' ' ' > Pn+„r> where a is an integer, form a chain of points

separated by less than £. From this we can see easily that there exist chains

of equally separated points with the covering properties as stated in the

Introduction.

We now use the conclusions we arrived at above to show that the points

{«0} are distributed uniformly. Consider two subintervals Zj and I2 of the

interval (0, 1) which begin with the points {nfi} and {«2Ö} respectively and

are of equal length. For definiteness we take «2—«!=w>0. Let r¡¡{n¿)

(/= 1,2) be the number of points {«0} which are on the interval I} if the

sequence is terminated at {wo0}. Choose an «„>«,, n2 large enough so that

t]j(n())>m. There are at least [r¡l(n0)—m] points {«0} e/, such that «^

«„—/«. For each of these points there is an "image" point {{n+m)d} el2.

Therefore

i?2("o) = »?i("o) - ™.

There are at least [r¡2(n0)—m] points {«0} e/2 such that {(«—m)6) e/,.
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Therefore ■r¡i(n0)'=r]2(n0)—m. Both inequalities give

m + *?i("o) = nano) = »7iOo) - m-

In the limit «0-»-oo we get >?2(oo)/»71(oo)=l.

Suppose that the intervals /, do not begin with some point {«$}. We can

cover them with the intervals /.(e) which all begin with some {nfi} and are

of equal length £—e being as small as we want. Let again r)i(e, n0) be the

number of points on the interval /¿(e) when the sequence is terminated at

{n06}. Then we have for some integers N and b:

N-l N+l

2^,0, «o) at »hOo) ^ 2,?«(£' "o)

and
N+b-1 N+t+l

2 Vi(E> "o) =i ̂ Oo) ̂   2 Vte' "o)-
i=b+l ¿=6+1

Since each of the intervals /¿(e) begins with some {«¡0} we can find for any

small ô>0 such «0 that \'r¡i(e, n0)¡r¡k(e, n0)— l\—ô for any *7¿(e, «0) and

r¡k(e, n0) in the sums. Therefore:

iV-l N+l

rixie, no)Z(l - à) Ú %(«o) = V&> "o)¿ (1 + à).
j=i ¿=i

The same is true for r¡2(n0). For n0—»-oo, ô can be arbitrarily small and we

have

N-l     51(00)     //+!

A/ + 1 = r72(oo) = N - 1 '

By choosing e small enough we can make A^ as large as we please. Therefore

r¡1(co)lr¡2(co)=l. Since this holds for two arbitrary intervals of equal

length it follows that the points {«0} are uniformly distributed on the

interval [0, 1] when n-+cc.

I am grateful to Professors J. R. Dorfman and E. M. Wright for their

helpful comments.
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